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As part of the Terra-Cotta complex, the City has provided Kwik Goal Dollies to enable Soccer Pointe-Claire to safely 

relocate the soccer nets as required on TC1.  The use of Kwik Goal Dollies requires a minimum of two (2) people and 

should be completed by coaches, staff or anyone under the direct supervision of an adult.  Kwik Goal Dollies is a 

temporary mobility system consisting of three (3) wheeled platforms that can be used to move both the 7v7 and 

11v11 nets.  The Kwik Goal Dollies MUST be removed from the nets prior to using the nets.  The following outlines 

the storage and use of the Kwik Goal Dollies. 

1- Kwik Goal Dollies are to be stored at south and north end of TC1, adjacent to the fenced alcove for 7v7 nets. 

 

2- Kwik Goal Dollies, when not in use, should be locked at all times. 

 

3- The code to access the Kwik Goal Dollies is 1966 and is the same for all locks. 
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4- Lift the net and slide the Kwik Goal Dolly underneath, ensuring that the net is fully seated within the central 

groove.  Each Kwik Goal Dolly should be installed and locked in place using the retention strap. 

 

 
 

5- To be safely relocated, one (1) net requires three (3) Kwik Goal Dollies.   

 

 
 

6- Push or Pull the goal into place.  Note that the carts are multidirectional and function best when 

pushed/pulled on an angle. 

 

7- Undo the retention strap, lift off the goal into its new location. 

 

8- Once all nets are placed as required for the practice or game, store/lock the Kwik Goal Dollies back in their 

storage location (refer to Photo 1). 

 

 

 


